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Instructions to candidates: 

1. Time allowed is three (3) hours.  

2. Total: 100 Marks. 

3. Answer five (5) questions selecting at least two (2) questions each from Sections A and B. 

4. Section A: Marketing and Section B: People Management. 

5. The answers should be given in English Language. 
 

 

Subject Subject Code 

Marketing and People Management  (MPM – ML 3 / 303) 
 

 

SECTION A: Marketing 

 

Question No. 01 (20 Marks) 
 

Trendy Salon (Trendys) is an up market ladies salon operated from a premier location in Colombo 

and provides a range of hair dressing services that include hair colouring, bonding, facials etc... It is 

owned by the wife of a wealthy businessman, the salon is housed in one of the spacious bungalows 

rented on a long-term lease and is equipped with state of the art equipment and with spacious rooms 

for providing the services and pleasant environment and pipe music that will comfort the customers 

during comparatively long waiting time to receive services. The layouts of the competitive salons 

have been designed to optimize space utilization with separate work stations instead of separate rooms 

for service delivery. Such layouts are more effective in shortening waiting times particularly during 

rush hours. The salon‟s clientele mostly comprise wealthy housewives accounting for nearly 20% and 

working professionals who can afford premium prices charged by Trendys amount to as much as 

70%. The salon employs experienced hair dressers who are paid higher fixed salaries compared to 

competitors in the up-market hair dressing segment. However, the competitors‟ salary packages 

include both a fixed retainer and a variable element out of the fees received from each service 

provided. Trendys have always maintained a point of view that a variable element in the emolument 

package will adversely affect quality of the service delivery and will make the service provider driven 

towards quantity at the expense of quality. However some of the hairdressers, driven by pressures of 

cost of living have opted to join the competitive salons in favor of higher total earnings as a result of 

the variable element in their pay. As client satisfaction to a greater extent depends upon personalized 

service and acquaintance with a particular hairdresser, this tendency of defection of hairdressers to 

competitors is a worrisome development for the administrators of the salon. 

 

The salon operates at a capacity utilization of forty percent as most of working population tends to 

patronize during weekends. Apart from waiting time for receiving the services, Trendy‟s customers 

have always been satisfied with the service they receive. Operating for nearly two years the business 

has not been able to generate a profit and the Accountant has attributed this to high fixed costs. 
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You are required to: 

 

(a) Using Trendys salon as a case in point, examine two features that differentiate a service from 

supplying a tangible product.         (02 Marks) 

      

(b) Explain, in your opinion, the main reason why Trendy‟s have not been able to operate 

profitably.           (02 Marks) 
 

(c) „Profitability is not an important consideration in practicing the marketing concept‟. Evaluate 

this statement with reference to marketing concept.      (04 Marks) 

 

(d) Briefly explain the term „competitive advantage‟ and examine this concept in relation to 

Trendys.           (03 Marks) 
 

(e) You have been appointed to a committee to improve the marketing performance of Trendys. 

The committee plans to examine the major problems currently facing the salon. Briefly explain 

three major problems facing Trendys, from a marketing perspective and possible solutions to 

overcome these problems.         (09 Marks) 

                                                                                                                          (Total 20 Marks) 

 

 

 

 

Question No. 02 (20 Marks) 

 

ABC Ltd is considering to import and market a highly reputed brand of clothing from UK and the 

marketing manager has been entrusted with the task of providing the decision makers with a 

marketing plan. The UK principal manufactures a range of high quality clothing, and to obtain the 

distributorship for the Sri Lankan market. ABC will have to give a monthly commitment of imports in 

terms of a specified dollar amount at the beginning of each year that will be in the form of a 

contractual stipulation in the agency agreement. Hence, an accurate assessment of potential demand 

for this range is considered very important. However, in the first year the company is given the option 

to order a limited quantity until acquiring necessary marketing and logistical expertise. 

 

You are required to: 
 

(a) Briefly explain the term „Demography‟.      (02 Marks) 
 

(b) Explain the relevance of demography in assessing the marketing potential for ABC Ltd‟s new 

venture.           (04 Marks) 
 

(c) Define the term „marketing research‟ and mention three benefits that will accrue to ABC Ltd by 

conducting a marketing research.       (05 Marks) 
 

(d) Briefly explain the term „market segment‟ and also demonstrate three demographic variables 

that will be relevant to ABC Ltd in connection with their new marketing initiative.  (05 Marks) 
 

(e) Demonstrate whether or not „demographic‟ and „geographic‟ segmentation can co-exist in 

relation to ABC Ltd‟s proposed new venture.      (04 Marks) 

                                                                                                                          (Total 20 Marks) 
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Question No. 03 (20 Marks) 
 

(a) Briefly explain the concept „Product Life Cycle‟, by representing diagrammatically how the sales 

and profits vary along different stages of the cycle (you are NOT required to explain the different 

stages of the life cycle).             (06 Marks)  

 

(b) Explain „Perceived value pricing‟ (or value based pricing) as a method of pricing a company‟s 

product.             (06 Marks) 

 

(c) (i) Differentiate  between „Public relations‟ and „sales promotions‟.     (04 Marks) 
 

(ii) When marketing a fast moving consumer product, is personal selling more important 

compared to advertising?               (04 Marks) 

    (Total 20 Marks) 

End of Section A 

 

 
SECTION B: People Management   
 

Question No. 04 (20 Marks) 
 

(a) Electrician Ranjith is a senior tradesman has developed good skills in electrical fitting. He has been 

habitually late to work. He has been penalized on many occasions and also been warned, to improve. 

As the Manager in-charge what action would you take to arrest this situation?    (05 Marks)  
 

(b) Both Peter and Lalith are tradesmen who were recruited on the same day, and to two identical 

positions in the electrical section of their company. Peter was enterprising and hard-working, and 

also had registered himself for further studies in the electrical field. However, Lalith had his quiet 

way of managing as a skilled electrician. He did not want to pursue higher studies. There was a 

vacancy created for the post of Electrical Foreman, and through a selection process, Peter was 

selected. Lalith who had long years of unblemished record of service and good conduct and a best 

attendance record, thought that he had been denied of this promotion. His misunderstanding could 

not be rectified. He met his Supervisory Engineer and complained. You are instructed to examine 

this grievance, and recommend ways and means to remedy the situation.     (05 Marks) 
 

(c) Simon is Crane Operator Cum an Electrical Welder. Recently he was doing some electrical welding 

work in the overhead crane in the steel melting shop carrying ladles (the bucket with the liquid 

metal). As an experienced person with long years of hands-on experience, he had attended to the 

crane beam, and suddenly he lost his balance and fell down to the shop-floor, resulting grievous 

hurt, and blood oozing from his head. Namal the shift-in charge rushed to the scene, and 

immediately got others to help Simon to a nearby parked vehicle an ISUZU lorry and take him to the 

close-by rural hospital. Simon had not been shown to the company medical officer. From the rural 

hospital he was sent to the Area-Base-Hospital for treatment. 
 

Indicate what basic information you should provide to Labour Department, to qualify for reduces 

under Workmen Compensation Scheme.          (05 Marks) 
 

(d) The enterprise C carried a paper advertisement for a vacant position of Stores-Accounts Clerk. 

When drafting the text of the advertisement they had apparently forgotten to include the job 

specification, for the post advertised. As a result the stores part of the advertisement was not 

included. However, the management continued to pursue actions in recruiting the selectee            

Mr. Ranasingha to the vacant cadre position. Mr. Ranasingha was confused as for the post he was 

actually selected. The management having realized the serious omission, advised the candidate Mr. 

Ranasingha to perform duties of both Stores Clerk and that of Accounts Clerk. Mr. Ranasingha was 

puzzled as for what to do under these circumstances. As the Line Manager responsible to Stores 

Accounts Section, what steps would you recommend to resolve this matter?    (05 Marks) 

           (Total 20 Marks) 
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Question No. 05 (20 Marks) 

 

Indicate your views on the following matters and instances to signify their importance to People 

Management. 
 

(a) Man power planning to ensure provisions for retirement benefits.     (05 Marks) 

 

(b) On-going training to bring about “Change Management”.     (05 Marks) 

 

(c) To indicate guidelines for the implementation of a Simple Attendance Incentive Scheme. 

(05 Marks) 

(d) Performance Management and Continuing Professional Development.   (05 Marks) 

 (Total 20 Marks) 

                 

 

 

Question No. 06 (20 Marks) 

 

(a) Briefly explain the term performance appraisal discipline, with reference to people management 

of your own enterprise giving a simple example.       (08 Marks)

     

(b) The significance of each of the following terms in people management. 

(i) Succession planning         (06 Marks) 

(ii) Benchmarking of good HR practices        (06 Marks) 

 (Total 20 Marks) 
      End of Section B 

      End of Section B 

End of Question Paper 


